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is to teach the expression of efficient, readable solutions and it does this well. The 
realistic solutions and clear explanations give a steady development of knowledge 
of language features. By the end, all of the language is covered, including conformant 
arrays, and the order of presentation is well chosen from a tutorial point of view. 
However, the more fundamental aspects of problem analysis, specification, develop- 
ment of solution and reasoning on validity/efficiency/testing are dealt with infor- 
mally or not at all. Little help is given in extending the stepwise refinement into a 
professional software engineering approach. 
As a conversion guide to the non-Pascal-speaking programmer, the book is too 
long (340 pages) with the language details inextricably bound into the explanatory 
text. Precise details of language rules are hard to find, for example the reviewer 
could not find what the rules are concerning FOR loop variables. As an aid to 
academic study of reasoned consideration of the computing process, the book is 
too pragmatic, with an outdated approach to the whole programming process. 
However, as a developmental manual for learning to program in Pascal, the book 
is to be highly recommended even at its somewhat high price. Given the obvious 
choice of market and ineffectiveness as a reference, the title is clearly badly chosen! 
Ian R. WILSON 
Department of Computer Science 
University of Manchester 
Manchester, UK 
Foundations of Programming Languages. By J. Loecks, K. Mehlhorn and R. Wilhelm. 
Wiley, Chichester, UK, 1988, Price X24.50 (paperback), ISBN O-471-92139-4. 
The title of this book does not give a full idea of its contents. It is the text for a 
first-year course at the Universitat des Saarlandes, and its aim is to introduce students 
to programming as a formal process amenable to rigorous treatment. This approach 
to first-year courses is gradually replacing “teach them to program in Pascal” in 
many universities, but this text takes a significantly different route towards this goal. 
The introduction develops total correctness and time complexity arguments for 
informal programs meeting formal specifications of some array processing tasks. 
The rest of the book is devoted to giving a formal operational semantics and compiler 
for the programming language PROSA, a local Pascal derivative. The first chapter 
develops the formalisms necessary to understand the semantic definition: the theory 
of relations and functions, formal languages and context-free grammars, the interpre- 
tation of recursive definitions, attribute grammars and “mathematical machines” 
(automata). This is done at a high level of mathematical sophistication, which is 
maintained in the rest of the book. Some grasp of set theory and of the construction 
of rigorous arguments is a prerequisite, and by the second page transitive closure 
is being defined as an intersection of a set of reflexive and transitive relations, a 
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definition proved equivalent to the more intuitive “iterative” one. The authors do 
emphasize that study of some of this material can be delayed until it is used later 
in the book, where more examples are provided. 
Chapter 2 develops the ideas of operational semantics on expressions, and Chapter 
3 gives the syntax and semantics of PROSA without procedures or compound types. 
Attribute grammars are used to express the context conditions in the language. The 
chapter concludes by proving the soundness of a Hoare-style axiomatic semantics 
and using it to prove the total correctness of some example programs. Compound 
types are introduced by example and by formal definition in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 
describes the stepwise translation of PROSA programs to programs for a simple 
machine, RESA, defined, like PROSA, by a mathematical machine. It is proved not 
only that the translation is correct, but also that the resulting programs take the 
same order of time to run. Chapters 6 and 7 add procedures to the language and 
the compiler, and Chapter 8 introduces some language ideas not present in PROSA. 
Thus this book covers aspects of courses in programming, formal languages, compiler 
construction and principles of programming languages in a conventional syllabus. 
The book deals with its material very well. Its heart is the construction and use 
of rigorous definitions of the language and its compiler, which is inevitably dense, 
but the mathematical structure is carefully motivated and its significance explained, 
with extensive use of diagrams and textual examples. The exercises are of a level 
compatible with the text (which is to say demanding, for the most part, but well 
chosen). 
I have a few minor reservations. In the introduction, the ideas of order of 
magnitude of time complexity deserve to be dealt with more thoroughly. The final 
chapter reads like an afterthought, paying lip service to some important ideas in 
languages without discussing them in anything like adequate depth, and certainly 
nothing like the rigour of the rest of the text. The translation from the German is 
mainly good, but occasionally lapses into obscurity (and while the programs have 
been carefully translated, some diagram labels have been missed). The typography 
has the lack of white space and slight fuzziness of line which, unfortunately, seems 
to afflict some books produced with TEX. 
I could argue with particular technical decisions. The action of the PROSA machine 
on meeting an undefined value in the store is defined (it halts): this leads to difficulties 
in realizing the specification with RESA. Treating PROSA functions as procedures 
which assign to variables is an evasion of the truth that expressions have side-effects 
in “real” languages. However, these decisions are thoroughly discussed in the text: 
one of the pleasures of this book is its sensitivity to the properties of the specification 
being developed. 
My major reservation concerns the appropriateness of this book as a course text. 
As the basis for a principles of programming languages course, the PROSA chapters 
would provide an alternative to the “syntax of loops in seventeen different languages” 
approach of too many books. Its weakness in this area is that of any post hoc 
specification: the informal semantics of PROSA is fixed by its descent from Pascal, 
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and the job of the formal semantics is to capture this informal intuition. I would 
prefer to see the process of formalization used to uncover the areas of language 
design where the intended meaning is not obvious: parameter passing mechanisms 
and order of execution spring to mind. In [4], for example, the necessity of giving 
a formal semantics for a language informs the design principles that are introduced, 
even though the mechanisms of formal semantics are not emphasized. 
As an introduction to formal methods, the book also has its problems. The 
treatment of program correctness using axiomatic semantics is relatively brief, the 
emphasis being on the motivation of formal language definitions. Attribute grammars 
and mathematical machines would require a significant amount of lecture time to 
introduce, but could not readily be used to specify systems other than languages. 
An alternative is shown by the model-based specification language VDM, which is 
used in [2] to introduce rigorous development techniques, and in [l] to give a 
(denotational style) treatment of programming languages. An axiomatic approach 
could begin with [3]. 
I am left to commend the book for its parts. I would recommend it strongly to 
anyone interested in the formal description of large systems, for the clarity with 
which such a description has been presented here. I would also suggest it as a 
reference to someone planning a semantics-based course on programming languages. 
It would be of considerable interest to anyone adopting a formal approach to a 
compiler construction course. It is only as a student text that its virtues are less 
evident. 
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